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Abstract: Speech and language play an essential role in automatically assessing several psychother-

apeutic qualities. These automation procedures require translating the manual rating qualities to

speech and language features that accurately capture the assessed psychotherapeutic quality. Speech

features can be determined by analysing recordings of psychotherapeutic conversations (acoustics),

while language-based analyses rely on the transcriptions of such psychotherapeutic conversations

(linguistics). Guided self-help is a psychotherapeutic intervention that mainly relay on therapeutic

competency of practitioners. This paper investigates the feasibility of automatically analysing guided

self-help sessions for mild-to-moderate anxiety to detect and predict practitioner competence. This

analysis is performed on sessions drawn from a patient preference randomised controlled trial using

actual patient-practitioner conversations manually rated using a valid and reliable measure of compe-

tency. The results show the efficacy and potential of automatically detecting practitioners’ competence

using a system based on acoustic and linguistic features extracted from transcripts generated by an

automatic speech recogniser. Feature extraction, feature selection and classification or regression

have been implemented as blocks of the prediction model. The Lasso regression model achieved the

best prediction results with an R of 0.92 and lower error rates with an MAE of 1.66 and RMSE of 2.25.

Keywords: competency; guided self-help sessions; automatic speech recognition; machine learning;

speech processing; language processing

1. Introduction

The automatic detection of any human behaviour in recorded speech requires analysis
of the speech and language for important features that can accurately detect the chosen
behaviours. The speakers’ expressed behaviours might be revealed in their speech (acous-
tics) or in their language use. Representing these by acoustic and language-based features
could allow for the modelling and detection of several human behaviours automatically.
The acoustic features represent the physical characteristics of the speech signal, such as
the loudness, frequency and amplitude of the signal [1]. The language features are related
to the speakers’ use of language. They are extracted from the text transcripts and can be
lexical, semantic or syntactic in nature [2].

Treatment competence during any psychological intervention refers to the levels of
the clinician’s knowledge of the disorder and the intervention being delivered, the skill
with which the intervention is delivered, consideration of how appropriate the intervention
is for the problems being addressed [3] and that the model-specific change methods are
delivered to the levels required for the patient to make the expected clinical progress [4].
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The delivery of competent treatment depends on the understanding and interpretation of
communicative behaviours observed by the therapists or practitioners in the sessions. In
making these decisions, the therapist or the practitioner could search for different signs
in the conversation, such as acoustic and linguistic cues. In the case of psychological
interventions, usually therapists or practitioners record sessions with patients using an
audio or video recorder. These recordings are useful for clinical supervision and training
purposes. However, this procedure is time-consuming and costly to do manually and it
is generally difficult for the practitioner to accurately observe some acoustic signs in the
moment of a session, such as tracking a patient’s pitch or speaking rate, due to the multiple
demands of the situation. Detecting these types of cues using automatic speech process-
ing could potentially be more efficient and accurate and so contribute to better clinical
supervision and effective and safe delivery of interventions. Such a system would leverage
recent progress and maturing of signal processing and machine learning algorithms that
are widely applied to recognise human-centred information based on features extracted
from audio signals [5–7].

Psychotherapeutic competence is one of the behaviours that can influence the quality
of therapy delivered and this is manually rated via the manual analysis of recordings of
sessions and the use of observational rating scales (i.e., typically by trained raters such as
clinical supervisors or clinical trainers). Competency concerns the standard of delivering a
psychological treatment in a theoretically consistent matter to achieve its expected therapeu-
tic effects [8]. Competency ratings are made based on the presence and quality of certain
pre-determined features and an example of this is the Low-Intensity Cognitive Behavioural
Therapy (LI-CBT) treatment competency scale [9]. The LI-CBT treatment competency scale
is a valid and reliable, observational and scaled measure used for rating practitioners during
treatment sessions. The scale consists of six items including: focusing the session, enabling
engagement within the guided self-help approach, interpersonal competencies, ability to
gather information: specific to change, use of self-help change methods and shared decision
making [10]. Low-intensity psychological interventions are designed for mild-to-moderate
intensity psychological disorders (typically anxiety and depression). They are defined
as being brief in duration and utilising psychoeducational materials to facilitate change
within a sound therapeutic alliance. Low-intensity psychological interventions are often
delivered on the telephone for ease of access. Concerns have been raised relating to manual
competency rating processes, due to it being very time-consuming, the variability of ratings
and the bias of ratings applied by supervisors who might know the practitioners [11,12].
Therefore, there is a distinct need for an automatic tool to predict practitioners’ competency
ratings to improve the efficiency of the process, reduce bias and improve patient care. In
additional, the practitioner’s skills, such as competence, have been found to contribute pos-
itively to the therapeutic alliance. The practitioner’s personal qualities and techniques have
a positive influence on the understanding or repair of ruptures. That is, any deterioration in
the therapeutic alliance [13,14]. A system for the automatic prediction of the practitioner’s
competence scores could therefore assist in defining the existence of a positive or ruptured
therapeutic alliance in the session.

This paper investigates the automatic detection of psychotherapeutic competence. It
explores both the problem of classifying the level of competency as well as that of predicting
the competency measure as a total and item-based scores. The use of both acoustic and
linguistic features is adopted in the study to explore the features that truly map to the
treatment competency in the session. Experiments have been conducted using a dataset
of real audio recordings. Both the patient’s and practitioner’s speech are used for the
feature extraction stage in the machine learning pipeline. The features that achieved high
performance in the system are explored based on the therapeutic alliance perspective in the
study. The study therefore investigates the potential efficacy of implementing an automatic
system for detecting the practitioner’s competence in real clinical settings by the use of
acoustic and linguistic features.
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The system will use both acoustic and linguistic features. Our earlier results reported
in [15] demonstrated the feasibility of predicting the continuous emotional labels from the
guided self-help sessions dataset used in this study using acoustic features with respect
to practitioner’ competency. The acoustic features that demonstrated efficient prediction
results in the study were the Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set (eGeMAPS) and
the Bag of Audio Words (BoAWs). Therefore, those acoustic features are adopted in this
paper as a suitable indicator for predicting the practitioner’s competency measure.

The speakers’ language in sessions could also reveal the emotions present during the
session, along with the strength of those emotions. The use of language-based (linguistic)
features to capture speakers’ emotions could also improve the accuracy of the prediction
of practitioner competency. The Referential Activity (RA) is a dictionary-based model
that estimates the degree to which language is associated with emotions. It was built to
analyse the language of therapeutic sessions and how it is connected to clinical evaluation.
It depends on a set of functional stages that describe the general process of bringing non-
verbal material that occurred both outside of and within awareness into a form that could
be translated to language [16,17]. Therefore, the RA model scores have been implemented
as the language-based (linguistic) features in this study. The linguistic features could
provide complementary information to the acoustic features. Consequently, the fusion of
acoustic and linguistic features mentioned earlier is examined to predict the practitioner’s
competency.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to predict the competency of
delivery of a low-intensity psychological intervention automatically using real patient-
practitioner conversations drawn from treatment sessions. These interventions are being
increasingly used in public health systems due to the low cost of training and delivery.
Furthermore, this is the first study that investigated the RA measures as language-based
features extracted from the practitioner’s and patient’s speech to predict the practitioner’s
competency ratings. The study investigates the potential efficacy of implementing an
automatic system for detecting the practitioner’s competence in real clinical settings using
acoustic and linguistic features.

A growing body of literature recognises the importance of acoustic features in the field
of therapy. A study examined the significance of several acoustic features extracted from
recordings of couples therapy interactions to predict the success or failure of the couples’
marriages. In addition, the researchers explored behavioural codes rated by human experts
as a feature of marital outcome prediction. The acoustic features were extracted for each
speaker individually across the sessions. They extracted several acoustic features, such as
speech prosody (pitch and energy), voice quality (jitter, shimmer) and spectral envelope
characteristics which are Mel Frequency Spectrum Coefficients (MFCCs). Then, several
functionals were computed, such as mean, minimum and maximum. The results showed
that the acoustic features outperformed the behavioural codes in predicting the state of the
marriage [18]. Another study analysed a corpus of speech recorded during psychotherapy
focused on tackling unresolved anger towards an attachment figure. The recordings were
from therapy sessions of 22 women; 283 stimuli were extracted and evaluated for emotional
content by 14 judges. The emotions were rated dimensionally according to three scales:
activation, valence and dominance. The features used for classification were acoustic
features representing several prosody components: Fundamental frequency (F0), intensity,
duration and voice quality. The automatic classification results showed that the acoustic
features were better at predicting activation comparable with valence and dominance such
that the features based on F0 were the dominant features [19]. In a recent study related to
competency, automatic nonverbal analysis of a presenter’s competency and behaviour was
conducted based on real-world audiovisual recordings [20]. The presentation competency
rating consisted of six items: addressing the audience, structure, language use, body
language and voice, visual aids and content credibility. The research used several modalities
to extract features: speech (eGeMAPS), facial (head pose, gaze direction and facial action
units) and body poses (the estimated locations of body joints). They found that acoustic
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features transcended face and body pose features in both classification and regression tasks.
The study highlighted that speech features were found to be the most dominant nonverbal
cues used to estimate presentation competence. Due to the high correlation between
emotions and competency, especially in the rating criteria specified for the treatment
competency raters, the use of acoustic features is selected as an appropriate approach for
detecting the practitioner’s competence. The eGeMAPS and BoAWs are considered from
the two feature sets that show reliable results in the field of time-continuous recognition of
dimensional emotions [5,15,21–24].

Several studies have explored the use of linguistic features in the field of therapeutic
alliance. A study examined how to indicate the correlation between emotional elabora-
tion and therapeutic alliance within a single session [25]. In the study, they allocated
40 patients with varying diagnoses to be videotaped, transcribed and analysed using lin-
guistic measures of the referential process using the Discourse Attributes Analysis Program
(DAAP), followed by a human-centred scoring with the Working Alliance Inventory (WAI)
for every 5-min interval. The results showed that if the patients’ ratings indicated more
emotional engagement with their experience and were followed by an experience reflection
by mid-session, those patients would have higher scores in the therapeutic alliance by
the final part of that same session. Recent work has investigated the connection between
non-verbal emotional experiences and how verbal language is affected by ruptures during
treatment [26]. They employed linguistic measures of the referential process in association
with measures of the therapeutic alliance. A scored measure was utilised to identify rup-
tured from non-ruptured segments in 27 psychotherapy sessions. The classified segments
were scored based on the key linguistic dimensions of the referential process. The results
showed that, during ruptured segments, the patients showed a decrease in emotional
engagement, an increase in negation compared to non-ruptured segments and an increase
in a measure of distancing. The practitioners showed similar patterns to the patients during
rupture, in addition to self-disclosure, increased attempts at emotional control, increased
references to bodily experiences and increased natural affect words. From the recent studies
that helped identify the psychological orientation related to COVID-19, a study focused
on recent COVID-19 tweets to apply for sentiment classification works, especially in the
Nepali language. They proposed different CNN models for the sentiment classification
of Nepali tweets using other feature extraction methods. The proposed methods showed
stable and promising classification performance after being validated against traditional
machine learning and state-of-the-art techniques [27].

It is well known that the use of linguistic features could complement the use of acoustic
features in classifying or predicting common observations in the medical field [28,29].
Overall, the studies highlighted in this section demonstrated the beneficial effects of the
acoustic and linguistic features and their fusion in the counselling domains. In this paper,
to predict the competency measure, the fusion of the acoustic features (eGeMAPS and
BoAWs) and the linguistic features (DAAP) has been investigated as a complete feature set
for the classification and prediction model.

Several research studies in psychotherapy tend to employ Automatic Speech Recogni-
tion (ASR) to investigate automatic approaches to detect measures related to the quality
of therapy and therapeutic outcomes. The recognition accuracy is affected by several
characteristics such as the rate of speech, interpretations of prosodic features presented in
the pitch, power, intonation, stress, speaker age, and variations in pronunciation. It also
can be affected when the same speaker speaks the same word [30]. Due to the challenges
concerning the nature of the recordings of therapy sessions and motivational interview-
ing sessions, the performance of ASR systems in those areas is still considerably lower
with ranges reported around 30–40% Word Error Rate (WER) compared to other ASR
systems trained on controlled recording conditions with a large training data size [31].
Several studies in the literature confirmed these results, such as a study that investigated
an automatic system for rating the therapist’s empathy in 200 Motivational Interviewing
(MI) sessions for drug and alcohol counselling with human ratings of counsellor empa-
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thy [32]. They used ASR (Kaldi adaptation) to transcribe sessions and the resulting words
were used in a text-based predictive model of empathy. For training the ASR, they used
1200 therapy transcripts to help define the typical vocabulary and language use. The ASR
results gained a mean WER of 43.1%. Another study developed an automatic pipeline that
transcribed 225 Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT) sessions’ recordings and extracted
linguistic features for behavioural coding of the sessions [33]. They adopted an ASR system
based on the Kaldi pipeline. The reported WER in the study was 44.01%. A recent study
developed an automated competency rating tool for processing audio recordings from
188 motivational interviewing sessions in a real-world clinical setting. The recordings were
manually coded using behaviour codes from utterance and session levels. The investigated
automatic system was composed of several modules; one of those modules was ASR based
on a Time-Delay Neural Network (TDNN) [34]. They reported a WER for different test
sets of 37.1% and 30.4% for automatically transcribing the sessions using the Kaldi tool,
ignoring the speaker labels and concatenating all the utterances of the session and a WER
of 38.1% and 31.6% using machine-generated segments.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. First, the dataset used in the
paper experiments is described in Section 2. The proposed method is described in Section 3,
which includes the extracted features and the used machine learning pipeline. Experimental
results are shown in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. GSHTS Dataset Description and Processing

2.1. General Description

The recordings of the guided self-help sessions (GSHTS) used in this paper originate
from research by [35] aimed at comparing the efficiency and clinical durability of two
treatments for anxiety disorders delivered in the National Health Service in the UK. A
total of 54 session recordings were collected for the study in 2019 and 2020; each includes
a conversation between a practitioner and a patient during a guided self-help treatment
session. The practitioners delivered low-intensity interventions for mild-to-moderate
anxiety. During guided self-help, practitioners are highly active and guide the patients
through the treatment, which is in contrast to more traditional therapy styles [36]. The low-
intensity sessions typically last between 30–35 min. The total duration of sessions analysed
is approximately 27 h, with a total of 9271 speaking turns (in the following referred to as
segments) and a total of 264,069 number of words. Table 1 shows the patient demographics
and therapy session information of the dataset using rounded values. As part of the data
collection took place during the COVID-19 pandemic (and subsequent lock-down periods),
some sessions are recorded face-to-face (in-person sessions) whilst the remainder of the
sessions were conducted via the telephone.

Each session is analysed based on speaking duration in seconds and the spoken words
of each speaker, either practitioner or patient. Figure 1 shows the total number of seconds
and the total number of words per session for each speaker. Knowing the speaking turn
lengths for the patient and practitioner may aid in determining any impact of this on the
extracted features. It is clear from the figure that during most of the session time, the
practitioner would speak more than the patient in terms of the number of words and time.
This is consistent with the highly active psychoeducational guided self-help approach.
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Table 1. Patient demographics and therapy session information for the GSHTS dataset.

Patient Demographics Total (All Sessions) Average Min Max

Number of patients 54 - - -
Female 39% - - -
Age - 37 16 74
In-person sessions 34% - - -

Session information
Length (mins) 1634 30 20 52
Number of words 264,069 4890 354 5462
Number of segments 9271 172 35 194
Time talking per session (mins)
Patient 644 12 3 22
Practitioner 927 18 8 28
Words spoken per session
Patient 104,981 1944 354 3997
Practitioner 159,088 2946 1351 5462
Number of segments per session (N)
Patient 4526 84 35 193
Practitioner 4745 88 36 194

Figure 1. Dataset details per session for each speaker (PAT: patient, INT: practitioner) (Left) Number
of words. (Right) Total seconds.

2.2. The LI-CBT Treatment Competency Scale

There are 51 sessions in the dataset that has associated mood outcome scores: the
Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9), the Generalised Anxiety Disorder (GAD-7) and the
LI-CBT treatment competency scale. The PHQ-9 consists of nine depression questions, each
scored from zero to three, summing up to 27 points. In addition, GAD-7 is an assessment
measure that can be used to detect generalised anxiety disorder. It contains seven questions,
each scored from zero to three, with a total score of 21. The LI-CBT treatment competency
scale is a scaled measure used to rate practitioners’ skillfulness during the treatment of
patients with mild-moderate depression and anxiety disorders. It consists of six items that
enable treatment session raters to examine a range of competencies [10]:

• focusing the session;
• continued engagement competencies;
• interpersonal competencies;
• information gathering: specific to change;
• within session self-help change method;
• planning and shared decision making competencies.

Each item in the scaled measure is described in a documented manual for the raters
or clinical supervisors to ensure an adequate rating based on each specified competency.
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The competencies are rated on a scale from 0 to 6 based on a competence level, for each
competency item. The total score may range from zero to 36 and the psychometric reliability
and validity of the measure have been established.

The focusing the session competency item concentrates on rating the practitioner’s
ability to develop and subsequently adhere to an agenda for the treatment session. The con-
tinued engagement competencies item assesses the continuous engagement of the patient
in the process of change in a collaborative manner. The practitioner should guarantee that
the patient’s progress is acknowledged by reflection and summaries. The interpersonal
competencies item depends on ratings of the practitioner’s ability to develop interpersonal
skills for maintaining therapeutic relationships with patients and for providing an empa-
thetic and containing space for patients to proceed with their treatment. The information
gathering: specific to change item estimates the practitioner’s competence in gathering in-
formation from the patient concerning the changes made and improvements achieved over
the course of treatment in a positive and considerate manner. The within session self-help
change method item evaluates the practitioner’s ability to select the appropriate treatment
method for the patient based on their problem and following established treatment princi-
ples. The scale item planning and shared decision making competencies determines the
practitioner’s competence in planning ’homework’ actions related to the patient’s needs,
session content and stage of treatment, taking into consideration the appropriate evidence
base. Additionally, practitioners should ensure that planning and associated decisions are
made collaboratively in a patient centred style [10].

In terms of using these recordings for automatic processing of the speech, several
challenges should be noted. The practitioner and the patient may experience several inner
states or behaviours during the session that would be reflected in their speech acoustics,
such as the practitioner’s empathetic state or the patient’s anxious emotions. During
episodes of extreme emotional states, the ability to hear some words would be challenging,
such as if the patient was crying. Sessions recorded in a real-world environment could
also include background noises such as doors slamming, chairs moving, clocks ticking,
practitioners typing, patients coughing and room reverberation. Such background noises
make it challenging to recognise words. Finally, due to the Coronavirus Disease 2019
(COVID-19) pandemic, some sessions were recorded over a mobile phone which affects the
acoustic quality of the recorded signal.

2.3. Data Processing

To aid the training of the ASR system, the sessions were sent for transcription using a
third-party agency. Each speaker’s turn in the conversation is labelled in the transcription
with the speaker’s ID (PAT for patient and INT for practitioner). Furthermore, the dataset
has been annotated (each speaking turn was annotated with the speaking start and end
times in minutes done by the third-party agency) and adjusted (the second phase of
annotation involved checking and adjusting the speaking start and end times of each
speaking turn in seconds and eliminating the overlapping speech done by this study main
author). The transcription process involved labelling the common filler words from several
transcribers, with the finalised filler words being, umm, oh, aa, um, ah, hmm and mm. The
time alignment annotations for each segment’s start and end times have been reviewed and
adjusted manually by the paper’s primary author to produce more accurate timestamps
for each segment in the dataset using the ‘Transcriber’ software [37]. It is important to be
able to distinguish the practitioner’s from the patient’s speaking turn due to differences in
the acoustics and language-based characteristics expressed by each speaker in the sessions.
Some patients suffer from high depression or anxiety, which could affect their use of words.
For the automatic prediction of the competency measures experiment, each patient and
practitioner segment is extracted separately and then concatenated based on each speaker
for each session which helps in obtaining each speaker’s acoustic and linguistic feature set
separately.
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2.4. Experimental Setup

The dataset has been partitioned into training and test sets for building the ASR system
based on the segments (utterances). The training set represented 80% of the data which is
43 sessions with around 1307 min and 7417 utterances, and the test set represented 20% of
the data which is 11 sessions with around 327 min and 1854 utterances. For interactional
data such as this, the speech segments with overlapping speech is often removed before
analysis, as they represent particularly challenging segments to transcribe [38]. For this
reason, the overlapped speech has been eliminated from the dataset for the ASR experiment,
and the data included in Table 1 exclude overlapping speech.

3. Methods

3.1. ASR

Speech recognition is considered a particular form of pattern recognition. The optimal
goal of ASR is to find the word sequence given the input speech signal [39]. The success of
ASR systems depends on the quality of the system’s modelling is. Kaldi is an open-source
speech recognition toolkit developed in C++. It provides several recipes for creating a
ASR systems by utilising famous databases such as LibriSpeech and WSJ [40]. For the
acoustic modelling part in ASR, the main extracted features are Mel filterbanks and MFCCs.
They are extracted from window frames of 25 ms with a shift of 10 ms. In addition,
100-dimensional i-vectors has extracted capturing speaker and environment information
(noise).

The LibriSpeech recipe has been adopted for the training of the ASR system. The
recipe enhances the acoustic model training by introducing further acoustic models. The
language model has been built using the SRI Language Modeling (SRILM) toolkit as
advised in Kaldi [40]. Kaldi requires specific data preparation for the sessions’ recordings
and transcriptions. For that reason, several data processing stages are implemented to
create the files required by the Kaldi toolkit. This includes reviewing the alignment start
and end times for each segment, checking for any faults in the transcriptions’ syntax,
introducing Kaldi reserved words, transforming the text to upper case and removing all
the punctuation marks from the text. The reserved words used in Kaldi for this experiment
are <UNK >for unknown words; <NOISE >for the background noise, such as door slam;
and <SPOKEN _NOISE >for non-verbal vocalisation, such as laugh and cry.

The GSHTS ASR system has been trained using the 54 manually transcribed sessions
(as described in Section 2) using the LibriSpeech recipe, and involving Hidden Markov
Model with Gaussian Mixture Model (HMM-GMM) and TDNN models plus transfer
learning. Using the weight transfer method, a transfer learning approach has been applied
to adapt the LibriSpeech model to the GSHTS dataset. Following the LibriSpeech recipe, the
LibriSpeech corpus has been used to train a base TDNN acoustic model. High-dimensional
MFCCs features have been extracted from the GSHTS dataset and 100-dimensional i-vectors
calculated based on the same model trained for the LibriSpeech model. The LibriSpeech
model has been applied to generate frame-level acoustic alignments for training and the
weight have been copied from the LibriSpeech model to initialise the target model. The
acoustic model has been adapted to the acoustics of the GSHTS dataset such that both
structure and weights have been transferred from the training of the LibriSpeech corpus.
Afterwards, the training stage is conducted using two epochs on the training set. The
language model used for the transfer learning approach has been trained as a 4 g with
Turing smoothing interpolated with the 4 g language model from the LibriSpeech corpus
following the technique used in [41,42], who reported that the best performance is gained
with 60% weight for the training set and 40% weight for the LibriSpeech language model.
Further system validation has been implemented using K-fold cross-validation such that
the GSHTS dataset has been organised into six equal folds, each containing nine sessions,
on account of the relatively small overall dataset size. The micro-average WER has been
estimated for the cross-validation considering the number of word imbalances between the
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different folds. The final model has been used for generating the transcriptions used by the
wider system for automatically detecting the treatment competency in the sessions.

3.2. Automatic Detection of the Treatment Competency

The pipeline for the automatic detection of the treatment competency system consists
of: feature extraction, feature selection and classification/regression. The prediction of the
treatment competency scores is considered a regression problem and the classification of
the treatment competency score levels is considered a classification problem.

3.2.1. Feature Extraction

The extracted features consists of acoustic and linguistic features for each speaker
individually. The acoustic features extracted are eGeMAPS and BoAWs using the same
settings described in [15]. The eGeMAPS comprises 88 features covering the following
acoustic features: spectral, cepstral, prosodic and voice quality information. Those feature
groups are presented using a set of descriptors called Low-Level Descriptors (LLDs). The
spectral related LLDs are Alpha ratio, Hammarberg index, Energy slope 0–500 Hz and
500–1500 Hz, and Spectral flux. The voice quality related LLDs are First, Second and Third
Formant, Harmonic difference H1-H2, and Harmonic difference H1-A3. The prosodic
related LLDs are loudness and F0. The cepstral related LLDs are the MFCCs from 1 to
4. In addition, 13 MFCCs and their deltas and delta deltas are computed using a set
of acoustic LLDs. The MFCCs consider the human perception sensitivity at predefined
frequencies, which converts the conventional frequency to Mel Scale frequency [43]. The
functionals of all the LLDs computed consists of several mathematical representations such
as the arithmetic mean and the coefficient of variation. The details of those functionals
and the feature set can be found in [44]. The features are extracted using the openSMILE
toolkit [45,46].

The BoAWs method involves generating words with a clustering algorithm and
quantising the original features to generate the bag-of-words in the form of a histogram.
The MFCCs are used in BoAWs as a front end to compute the acoustic features. The process
starts by quantisation of the LLD vectors from single frames according to a codebook after
the process of extracting the MFCC LLDs from the audio signal. This codebook is a result
of a random sampling of the LLDs for all the training partition. Finally, a histogram is
generated based on the distribution of the codebook vectors over the whole audio segment
for each recording in the test set as a bag-of-words [47]. The BoAWs are extracted using the
open-source toolkit openXBOW [47].

Since those features are extracted based on a variable number of frames for each
session, majority voting has been applied to extract a single feature vector for each session.
The resulting acoustic feature vector consists of 88 eGeMAPS and 100 BoAWs for each
speaker, for a total of 376 acoustic features.

The linguistic features are extracted based on the Discourse Attributes Analysis Pro-
gram (DAAP) dictionaries scores. The DAAP is a computer-based text analysis system
designed based on the RA model. It is designed to analyse any type of text, including
written texts and transcripts of verbal language with any number of speakers. As shown in
Figure 2, the RA model that is the base for the used linguistic features consists of three main
categories: unweighted dictionaries, weighted dictionaries and dictionary covariations.
The weighted dictionaries were developed through a process of modelling the frequency
with which words are presented in texts at several phases of RA as scored by human raters,
which are as follows [16,48]:

• The Weighted Referential Activity Dictionary (WRAD) is an RA measure that consists
of words identifying moments in language when a speaker is immersed in the narrative
such that high WRAD indicates the Symbolising phase in the RA process.

• The Weighted Reflection/Recognising List (WRRL) is a measure that assesses the
Reflection/Recognising phase in RA. It measures the degree to which a speaker is
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attempting to recognise and understand the emotional implications of an event or set
of events in their own or someone else’s life or in a dream or fantasy.

• The Weighted Arousal List (WRSL) is a preliminary measure for modelling the Arousal
phase in the RA process. Based on a preliminary clinical validation of the WRSL dictio-
nary, the results showed that the measure could distinguish between the step that can
reflect moments going toward subsequent Symbolising and Reflection/Recognising
phases as opposed to moments of avoiding, that do not lead to such an RA process [49].

Figure 2. Extracted DAAP linguistic features tree diagram.

The unweighted dictionaries are lists of words with a common theme regularly used
in RA analyses. These content-based dictionaries contain several words developed based
on human raters picking words derived from association with a target content category.
The unweighted dictionaries comprise several related dictionaries [16,48]:

• The Affect Dictionary (AFF) measures how a person feels and communicates using
feelings. The dictionary contains many emotional words such as “sad”, “happy” and
“angry”. Furthermore, the dictionary contains words related to the arousal affected by
emotions, such as “cried” and “screams”. The words in the dictionary are classified as
Affect Positive (AP), Affect Negative (AN), Neutral Affect (AZ) or Affect Sum (AS).
AN words denote negative affect, AP words denote positive affect, AZ denote words
without valence and AS is the union of AN, AP and AZ

• The Reflection Dictionary (REF) concerns how a person thinks and communicates
through thinking. It includes words relating to logic, such as “if” and “but”. It also
contains words referring to logical and cognitive activities, logical entities, failures in
logical activities, difficult communicative actions and mental functioning.

• The Disfluency Dictionary (DF) includes items that people use in situations when they
cannot describe their experiences in verbal form. The dictionary comprises exactly five
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items: “kind”, “like”, “know”, “mean” and filled pauses. The pauses are transcribed
as “uhm” or “uh”.

• The Negation Dictionary (Neg) includes words denoting negating in communication,
for example, “no”, “not” and “never”.

• The Sensory Somatic Dictionary (SenS) includes words denoting bodily and/or sen-
sory experiences, for example, “dizzy”, “eye”, “face” and “listen”.

The DAAP calculations depend on reading the words in each speaking turn (segment),
comparing each word with the considered dictionary and assigning a number called the
dictionary value to every word in the turn. The dictionary value is +1 if the word is in the
dictionary and 0 otherwise for the unweighted dictionary. For the weighted dictionary, if
the word matches an item in the dictionary, the dictionary value is the linear transformation
of the corresponding dictionary weight, which lies between 0 and 1 [50].

The DAAP calculates several measures for the dictionaries. The mean score of each
unweighted dictionary value has been computed for each speaker to be included in the
linguistic feature vector [51]. Each weighted dictionary has been scored based on the mean,
mean high and high proportion. The mean score is the average amount of the speaker’s
weighted dictionary value. The Mean High (MHigh) score is the average amount by which
the speaker’s weighted dictionary value exceeded the neutral value of 0.5. The High
Proportion (HighP) score is the proportion of words in a specified segment for which the
weighted dictionary value is greater than its neutral value of 0.5. The dictionary covariations
are the covariation scores between each pair of the unweighted and/or weighted dictionary
mean values. The covariations comprised 55 covariations, such as AN and AP covariation
scores, AN and WRAD covariation scores, and WRAD and WRRL covariation scores. The
filler words existed in the GSHTS dataset manual transcriptions described in Section 2.3
has been added to the filler pauses words existed in the DF dictionary. The total linguistic
features extracted based on the DAAP measures are 72 features for each speaker, for a total
of 144 linguistic features. This is the first study that used this type of linguistic feature to
train an ML model for predicting a practitioner’s competency measure.

3.2.2. Feature Selection

After combining the acoustic and linguistic feature vectors, the total features used in
the classification and prediction system is composed of 520 features for both speakers. The
Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) approach has been applied for the feature selection
phase in the experiment. The aim of RFE is to compute the coefficient of each feature
to eliminate the features with the minimum coefficients in a recursive manner. The RFE
strategy depends on first building an estimator that is trained on the training set features
vector. Then, the individual feature’s importance is obtained based on the retrieved
coefficient of each feature. After that, the features that gained the smallest coefficients
are eliminated from the current feature set. This procedure is repeated recursively until
the desired number of features is reached [52,53]. This approach has been proven to be
successful for similar sparse data domains [54].

The features selection step involved using a cross-validation technique adopting the
approach of Recursive Feature Elimination Cross-Validation (RFECV). The reason behind
implementing RFE with cross-validation (RFECV) is that on each fold the selected features
would likely be different from some arrived at when running RFE on another fold. It is
generally not possible to arrive at one common, overall reduced feature set. For this reason,
the RFECV has been implemented using the Scikit-learn library in Python [52,53]. RFECV
specifies the number of feature sets by fitting over the training folds and selects the features
that produce the least averaged error across all folds. The number of folds selected in
the cross-validation process has been fixed at six folds, which takes into account that the
dataset is relatively small and imbalanced.
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3.2.3. Estimating Treatment Competency; Classification and Prediction

Several classifiers have been evaluated to determine an efficient model for classifying
the competency rating levels, such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree Classi-
fier, Random Forest Classifier, Ada-Boost Classifier and Gradient Boosting Classifier. In
addition, several regressors have been compared for predicting the competency ratings,
such as SVR, Lasso, Linear Regression, Elastic Net, Decision Tree Regressor, Ada-Boost
Regressor and Gradient Boosting Regressor.

A grid search has been implemented on the best classifier or regressor to find the
optimal parameters. Using the best classifier and regressor with the optimal parameters on
the same number of folds, the selected features have been used to predict the competency
rating in total and per item on the competency rating scale. Furthermore, the practitioner’s
level of competence has been classified based on various levels of the patient’s depression
and anxiety. The best acoustic and linguistic features have been reported based on the total
ratings and each item in the competency rating scale for patients and practitioners.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. ASR Results

Table 2 presents the results of the different ASR systems using 54 sessions for the
HMM-GMM, TDNN, transfer learning and cross-validation.

Table 2. ASR system results using transfer learning and cross-validation techniques; for each model
the data used for training, testing and transfer learning has been specified.

System Number of Sessions Train Test Cross-Validation Adapt/Transfer %WER

HMM-GMM 54 GSHTS GSHTS 67.18

TDNN 54 GSHTS GSHTS 47.18

TDNN 54 LibriSpeech GSHTS 70.30

TDNN 54 GSHTS GSHTS
LibriSpeech model +

GSHTS dataset
35.86

HMM-GMM 54 GSHTS GSHTS 6 folds 65.49

TDNN 54 GSHTS GSHTS 6 folds 45.29

TDNN 54 GSHTS GSHTS 6 folds
LibriSpeech model +

GSHTS dataset
33.88

As presented in Table 2, we initially started by building a HMM-GMM model using
only the GSHTS dataset and got an initial WER of 67.18%. Using instead an TDNN model
yielded a WER of 47.18%. The following step was to train the TDNN model using the
complete Librispeech database and test the model on the GSHTS dataset without any
adaptation to investigate the use of a more common, and much larger, database in the ASR
field, which resulted in a WER of 70.30%. This high WER can be attributed to the mismatch
between the two datasets. In particular, the presence of more accented English in the
GSHTS dataset rather than the read English speech of audiobooks in Librispeech [55]. After
applying transfer learning using the acoustic model trained on the LibriSpeech corpus and
adapted to the GSHTS dataset, the results gained were a WER of 35.86%, which showed
better results than the initial system’s results. These initial models were all trained using a
fixed partitioning of the dataset into a training and a test part. The typical procedure when
using sparse domain datasets, such as GSHTS, is to apply the cross-validation techniques.
For our data the results were WERs with an average absolute lower value of 1.85% with
WERs of 65.49%, 45.29% and 33.88% on the HMM-GMM, TDNN and transfer learning
systems, respectively. This reflects that, when using cross-validation techniques, more data
can be set aside for the training in each fold, resulting in more powerful models. After
performing transfer learning, the final results fall in the range of what has been achieved in
the literature. As discussed in Section 1, the range of the WER achieved after applying ASR
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systems in therapeutic domains [32–34] is usually between 30% and 40% which is aligned
with the results we gained on the guided self-help session recordings dataset.

4.2. Treatment Competency: Classification and Prediction

4.2.1. Prediction Results

This section presents the prediction results using the Pearson Correlation Coefficient
(R), Mean Absolute error (MAE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). The results is
reported for the total treatment competency rating and each rating item mentioned in
Section 2.1. Furthermore, results from evaluating the best acoustic and linguistic features
for predicting the total competency rating as well as for each rating item is presented in
this section.

Table 3 presents the total practitioner’s competency rating prediction results using
a number of different regressors for manual and automatic transcriptions. A grid search
resulted in the following parameters being set for the SVR and Lasso systems, which
achieved higher performance rates: SVR with a C of 0.1 and epsilon of 1.00 with linear
kernel, and Lasso with alpha of 0.03. Overall, the Lasso and SVR performed better than
Linear Regression, Elastic Net, Decision Tree Regressor, Ada-Boost Regressor and Gradient
Boosting Regressor. The best results are achieved for when using the manual transcripts; in
particular, the Lasso regressor outperform that the SVR and exhibits a higher correlation
coefficient results and lower error rates. Furthermore, the manual transcriptions gained a
higher correlation coefficient than the automatic ones. Based on these results, the following
investigation in this section concentrates on the use of Lasso and the manual transcripts.

Table 3. The total practitioner’s competency rating prediction results using several regressors for
manual and automatic transcriptions (the MAE and RMSE percentages of the total dataset).

Regressor
Automatic Transcripts Manual Transcripts

MAE RMSE R MAE RMSE R

Lasso 1.91 (3.76%) 2.64 (5.72%) 0.88 1.66 (3.25%) 2.25 (4.42%) 0.92
SVR 2.91 (5.72%) 3.67 (7.19%) 0.84 2.65 (5.20%) 3.12 (6.11%) 0.91

Elastic Net 3.51 (6.88%) 4.30 (8.43%) 0.76 3.39 (6.64%) 4.24 (8.31%) 0.77
Linear Regression 3.98 (7.80%) 4.91 (9.62%) 0.60 3.80 (7.45%) 4.59 (9.00%) 0.69

Decision Tree 3.86 (7.56%) 6.24 (12.23%) 0.45 3.61 (7.07%) 5.39 (10.56%) 0.51
Ada-Boost 3.54 (6.94%) 5.53 (10.84%) 0.45 3.50 (6.86%) 5.25 (10.29%) 0.47

Gradient Boosting 4.31 (8.45%) 5.77 (11.31%) 0.44 3.51 (6.88%) 4.80 (9.41%) 0.50

The actual versus predicted total practitioner’s competency ratings are presented in
Figure 3 based on each level of competence. From the figure, it is clear that the prediction
results gained better results on the medium level of competence, which is highly related to
the number of occurrences of this level in the dataset.

The achieved results indicate that it is feasible to use the practitioner’s competency
ratings as input for competency ratings prediction models, which eventually could help in
assessing the quality of the therapy delivered to patients.

The results of the practitioner’s competency measures based on each item as defined in
the manual ([10]) are displayed in Table 4. It can be seen from the results in the table that the
focusing the session and the interpersonal competencies rating items are easier to predict with
R 0.89 and 0.87, respectively. This indicates the feasibility of detecting the practitioner’s
empathy, which is one of the rating specifications connected to the interpersonal competencies
rating item. On the other hand, the information gathering and the planning and shared decision-
making competencies rating items are harder to predict with R 0.75 and 0.73, respectively.

As this is the first study to investigate the practitioner’s competence, it is of interest to
explore the results based on the manual transcripts, especially looking at which features
could accurately describe the competence from an acoustic and linguistic perspective. In
the table, the number of features output from using the RFE feature selection methods
(described in Section 3.2.1) is indicated. The number of features selected to predict the
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continued engagement competencies rating item is the lowest number of features in comparison
to the other items.

Figure 3. The actual versus predicted total practitioner’s competence measure highlighting each level
of competence.

Table 4. The competency rating prediction results based on each item using Lasso for manual
transcriptions (the MAE and RMSE percentage of the total dataset).

Competency Items Num. Feat. MAE RMSE R

1—Focusing the session 27/520 0.35 (6.86%) 0.44 (8.75%) 0.89
2—Continued engagement competencies 11/250 0.30 (6.02%) 0.38 (7.55%) 0.82
3—Interpersonal competencies 23/250 0.34 (6.76%) 0.42 (8.39%) 0.87
4—Information gathering: specific to change 33/250 0.51 (10.17%) 0.62 (12.31%) 0.75
5—Within session self-help change method 27/250 0.33 (6.64%) 0.41 (8.16%) 0.81
6—Planning and shared decision-making competencies 24/250 0.34 (6.70%) 0.45 (8.98%) 0.73

In general, applying the RFE method revealed the best, selected acoustic and linguistic
features for predicting the total practitioner’s competency measure, as presented in Figure 4
for the patient’s (PAT) and practitioner’s (INT) speech. As shown in the figure, the best
eGeMAPS features for the patient is the standard deviation of the third formant frequency
and this feature could reflect on the vowel pronunciation in the patient’s speech. For
the practitioner, the mean of the third MFCC coefficient has been selected as the most
optimal feature for predicting the competency, which could reflect on the practitioner’s
voice timbre [56]. The best linguistic feature for the patient is the MHigh of WRAD, which
relates to the patient being in the RA symbolising phase, verbally immersed in a memory
or a dream. For the practitioner, the best linguistic features are the WRRL MHigh, the AP
and AS covariation, the AZ and WRSL covariation and the WRAD and WRSL covariation.
The former best features can be divided into two groups based on the practitioner’s levels
of competence: the high competency practitioners would be expected to mainly reflect
on the patient’s mental experience, which is captured by WRRL MHigh, with a positive
effect showing a range of emotions, which is captured by AP and AS covariation. Low
to medium competency practitioners express with a natural affect language (AZ) neither
positive nor negative located either in the arousal phase of the referential process (WRSL) or
in the symbolising phase (WRAD), which means that the practitioner in those phases is not
reflecting or engaging with the patient and this is indicated by the low to medium ratings
of competency. Measuring the covariation between those dictionaries could capture the
low to medium level of practitioner’s competence, as found in the selected features by the
prediction model. It is more difficult to provide an explanation for the best BoAWs features,
because each selected word corresponds to a combination of MFCC acoustic features.
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Figure 4. The best acoustic and linguistic features for predicting the total competency measure (std.
deviation = standard deviation, PAT = patient, INT = practitioner).

The best eGeMAPS features for predicting the full ratings and each rating item has
been presented in Figure 5 for each speaker. It is clear that the most frequently selected
features are: the mean of the third and fourth MFCC coefficients for voiced regions and the
standard deviation of the slope of rising signal parts of F0. These features are a combination
of spectral and frequency based features [57]. Furthermore, the best eGeMAPS features are
composed of more patient related features compared to the practitioner related features.
This could contribute to the ability of acoustic features to reveal the patient behaviours that
could not be captured by language.

Figure 5. The best eGeMAPS features represented on the horizontal axis for predicting the full
competency rating or each rating item as indicated on the vertical axis. The rating item numbers are
based on the numbers in Table 4. The green blocks indicate the selected features for the patient’s
segments, the blue blocks indicate the selected features for the practitioner’s segments and the red
blocks indicate the selected features for the full session, including the patient’s and practitioner’s
segments. (std. deviation = standard deviation, H1 = first F0 harmonic, A3 = highest harmonic in the
third formant range).

The best linguistic features for predicting the total ratings and each rating item has
been presented in Figure 6. The most common linguistic features are: AZ and WRSL
covariation, WRAD and WRSL covariation, SenS and WRSL covariation, AN and SenS
covariation, WRSL mean, AZ mean and Neg mean. These features could indicate moments
of rupture in the sessions based on the work of [26], such that WRSL could indicate a
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decrease in the emotional engagement for the patient and self-disclose for the practitioner.
Furthermore, the SenS score could map to the practitioner’s increase in references to bodily
experiences and the AZ score could capture the use of natural affect words. In addition,
the number of the selected features based on the practitioner’s speech is higher than the
ones related to the patient because the most dominant approach for the practitioner is to
communicate and express verbally with the patient in the session.

Figure 6. The best linguistic features are represented on the horizontal axis, for predicting the full
competency rating or each rating item represented on the vertical axis. The rating item numbers are
based on the numbers in Table 4. The green blocks indicate the selected features for the patient’s
segments, the blue blocks indicate the selected features for the practitioner’s segments and the red
blocks indicate the selected features for the full session, including the patient’s and practitioner’s
segments.

4.2.2. Classification Results

The classification results are reported using the accuracy, precision, and recall scores.
The main levels of competence to be classified are low, medium, and high. Each level of
competence is classified using the manual and the automatic transcriptions based on the
following classifiers: SVM, Decision Tree Classifier, Random Forest Classifier, Ada-Boost
Classifier and Gradient Boosting Classifier. Table 5 presents the classification results for
the manual and automatic transcriptions using the aforementioned classifiers. It is clear
that the SVM achieved higher performance than the other classifiers in classifying the three
levels of competence.
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Table 5. The level of competence classification results using several classifiers for manual and
automatic transcriptions (the standard deviation of the precision and recall).

Classifier
Automatic Transcripts Manual Transcripts

Precision Recall Accuracy Precision Recall Accuracy

SVM 0.61 (0.11) 0.53 (0.21) 56.86% 0.92 (0.03) 0.91 (0.02) 90.20%
Decision Tree 0.54 (0.09) 0.51 (0.13) 53.92% 0.63 (0.08) 0.65 (0.07) 66.66%

Random Forest 0.51 (0.08) 0.49 (0.16) 52.94% 0.62 (0.07) 0.59 (0.11) 62.09%
Ada-Boost 0.53 (0.07) 0.49 (0.16) 52.94% 0.57 (0.06) 0.55 (0.12) 58.33%

Gradient Boosting 0.52 (0.07) 0.50 (0.17) 53.33% 0.61 (0.06) 0.57 (0.10) 59.60%

The study also investigated the relationship between the patient’s current level of
depression and anxiety and the practitioner’s level of competence in that session. For
that reason, the practitioner’s levels of competence have been classified using manual
transcriptions based on the different levels of depression and anxiety. Figure 7 shows the
classification results based on the patient’s level of anxiety using the GAD-7 scores. In
contrast, Figure 8 shows the classification results based on the patients’ level of depression
using the PHQ-9 scores. Due to a large number of occurrences of medium levels of
competence in the GSHTS dataset, the model predicts the medium level correctly most of
the time and misclassifies the other levels as the medium level. This correlates with the
results in Figure 3. Furthermore, it is clear from the results that the model is capable of
classifying higher levels of competence in higher levels of depression and anxiety, which
also relates to the higher prevalence of these types of data samples in the dataset.

Figure 7. The confusion matrix results of the practitioner’s level of competence (low, medium, high)
based on the patient’s level of anxiety (normal, mild, moderate and severe).

Figure 8. The confusion matrix results of the practitioner’s levels of competence (low, medium, high)
based on the patient’s level of depression (normal, mild, moderate, moderately severe, and severe).

5. Conclusions

In this article, we presented and analysed a processing pipeline that is capable of
automatically detecting practitioner competence by evaluating the recordings of guided
self-help sessions for patients with mild-to-moderate anxiety.

The pipeline mentioned above consisted of two main sub-modules: ASR and the
automatic detection of the practitioner’s competence in recordings of real guided self-help
sessions. The ASR system achieved relatively low performance, which is a reflection of
the challenging data and not out of line with similar systems on other health domain data.
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Despite that, the automatic transcriptions achieved from the ASR system are considered
a major part of this study, and the corresponding prediction results are comparable to
those achieved with the manual transcriptions with a good level of accuracy. As for the
sub-module related to the automatic detection of the practitioner’s competence, we focused
on predicting and classifying the treatment competency measures as discrete scores and as
levels of competence. Both the accuracy (90.20%) and the correlation coefficients (0.92) re-
sults denote higher classification and prediction results on the manual transcriptions, which
declare the ability of the machine learning models to detect the practitioner’s competence
in real settings with the use of both acoustic and language-based features. Furthermore, the
prediction of the treatment competency measures is deployed based on each item on the
rating scale. The results showed that the items that depend on more personal qualifications
related to the practitioners gained higher prediction results than the other items. That is a
confirmed sign of the practitioner’s language showing signs of competence in the session.
In addition, the results are presented based on the features that gained higher performance
results. Those features indicated signs of a ruptured therapeutic alliance based on what
was reported in [26].

To conclude, the deployment of the system developed here in real-world busy clinical
settings and the context of a pragmatic randomised clinical trial could enhance the ther-
apeutic experience for the patient and guarantee fast and low-cost feedback for clinical
supervisors. Such feedback would be invaluable both in training qualified practitioners
and effectively supervising qualified practitioners, improving the delivery of interventions,
and potentially positively impacting the patients’ experience and outcomes.

In future work, the real deployment of such a tool will give insights into its acceptabil-
ity in routine clinical services. This could include conducting a follow-up study to explore
practitioners’ attitudes towards using such a tool to engage various stakeholder groups,
such as supervisors, practitioners, and even patients.
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